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Versa has 5 parts: Versa Top Rail,

ADDING VERSA
IS EASY!
Versa can be added to any

gondola run without disturbing
the other side of the fixture.

GONDOLA SIDE WITH VERSA

Spanner, Uprite, Bottom Spanner
and Bottom Rail Support.
You can easily add Versa to a
gondola without de-merchandising
the other side. Simply remove the
parts on the section and add the
Versa parts in its place.
OPPOSITE SIDE OF GONDOLA

The Versa system allows retailers to change shelf widths

Versa back panel options:

and placement within a run, separating merchandise in a

•

Marteck®

visually appealing way.

•

Pegboard

•

Slotwall (MUST USE ¼” BACK PANEL ON OPPOSITE SIDE)

Versa is designed to fit into an existing 4-ft. or 3-ft. gondola
section, reconfiguring it into multiple width sections. The
other side of the fixture can be left unchanged.

Some popular configurations include:
HEIGHTS RANGE FROM 48”H - 96”H IN 6” INCREMENTS.
36" W

This flexibility also can create unique cross-merchandising
scenarios such as incorporating a small refrigerated case
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or a tower into the middle of a gondola section.
Features:
•

Converts existing sections into multiple width sections

•

Works with standard or heavy duty systems

•

Accepts most standard Lozier Shelves and Accessories

www.lozier.com/versa-system
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With multiple configuration options,
a Versa System End Cap allows you
to divide your display to easily pair
impulse items with larger purchases.
This maximizes the effectiveness
of this prime merchandising area,
capturing the customer’s attention
without intruding into the aisle.
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Watch how easy it is to add Versa!
For more information and to view a Versa video,
visit us at www.lozier.com/versa-system
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